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H� OBSERVATIONS OF � TAURIPOLLMANN, E.1; RIVINIUS, TH.21 Emil-Nolde-Str. 12, 51375 Germany2 ESO-Chile, Casilla 19001, Santiago de ChileBe stars are well known to be variable on virtually all timesales, reahing from minutesto dozens of years. For the study of the latter, long term data olletions as homogeneousas possible are neessary.The professional astronomer, however, is often hampered in the study of intermediate-to long-term time sale proesses as in Be stars. The reasons are the observational pra-ties usually employed at professional observatories, whih typially are not suited forobserving a bright objet with exeution times of a few minutes only about every otherweek for several seasons; as well as the funding timesales, making it hard to start the ol-letion of a long-term database that does not promise a signi�ant number of publiationswithin the �rst few years.On the other hand, the interpretation of time-limited observations with professionalresoures, suh as interferometers, polarimeter, or high-resolution spetrographs, in almostall ases an pro�t from the knowledge of the dis state in the ourse of the long-termevolution.The problems in long-term data aquisition for the professional astronomer, however,open a promising �eld for the dediated amateur. Amateur spetrographs at relativelysmall telesopes of about 20 m diameter, equipped with CCD-detetors meanwhile reahresolution powers well above 10 000 and and are sensitive enough to reah many of thebrighter Be stars. This work desribes a database worth of more than �ve years ofobservation of the Be star � Tau.� Tau is a well known frequently observed objet. Observations of the H� emission linereah bak many deades. This work amends those series by the results of H�-observationstaken between late 2000 and early 2006, i.e. six full observing seasons. All observationswere made with a 20 m Shmidt-Cassegrain telesope. From Nov. 2000 to Apr. 2003, aslitless prism-spetrograph with a dispersion of 43�A/mm was used (R � 8000), from Sep.2003 to Apr. 2006 a slitless grating one with a dispersion of 27�A/mm and R � 14 000.The spetra were normalized by hand-seleting a number of ontinuum points throughout the spetrum from 6500 to 6700�A and then applying a spline �t through those points.The wavelength alibration was derived using telluri features in the region of H�, reahingan auray of about 0.1�A on those features when ompared to wavelengths derivedwith high resolution instruments (telluri wavelengths measured with UVES were kindlyprovided by R. Hanushik, priv. omm.).
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Figure 1. All H� pro�les measure from late 2000 to early 2006. The vertial o�set of the pro�les isproportional to time and orresponds to 25 days per ontinuum unit. The lowermost spetra date fromNov. 1, 2000 (left), Sep. 9, 2002 (middle) and Aug. 23, 2004 (right), respetively.
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The H� spetra obtained by EP will be published eletronially together with thisommuniation in the form of ASCII tables. (The �les are available through the IBVSwebsite as 5813-t1.txt and 5813-t2.txt.) The �rst olumn of eah table is holding thewavelength, while the �rst row notes the Julian date (minus 2 400 000) at mid exposure.Equivalent width. In the normalized and alibrated spetra, the H� equivalentwidth was measured by integrating the normalized spetrum in the range from 6520 to6600�A. Comparison of the data presented here with quasi-simultaneous spetra taken byRivinius et al. (2006) on�rm the sienti� reliability of the present data, both in termsof pro�le shape (see Fig. 1 vs. Rivinius et al.) and equivalent width (see Figs. 2 and 3).In theory, the measured equivalent width should be independent from dispersion. Inpratie, this is typially not the ase, however: spetra with lower resolution, i.e. theones with 43�A/mm, di�er systematially from higher resolution data. In our observations,this an be seen from the available quasi-simultaneous observations with professionalinstruments. We attempt no orretion of this e�et, but rather point out its existenein order not to over-interpret the data.In general, the auray of amateur instruments for measuring equivalent widths ur-rently is hardly better than about 5%.To hek the auray obtained, both for the equivalent width and the peak height ratioof the emission, a series of observations of standard stars was obtained in three nights,8h worth of observations in total. For both quantities, the RMS-error of the individualmeasurements in a single night was below 3%. No orretion for the ontamination dueto telluri vapour lines to the total EW was attempted, as the e�et is, with about 1%,well below the measuring auray.Fig. 2 shows the measurements of this work ombined with various published valuesfrom about 1975 to 2006 to illustrate the longest variation time sale present in � Tau,while Fig. 3 shows a loseup entered on the data derived in this study. The EW urrentlyis on a slow, but steady deline, similar to the one seen before 1990.Peak height ratio. The H�-pro�le normally shows two emission peaks separated bya entral absorption ore. In � Tau, both peaks strengths vary in anti-phase respetiveto eah other, so that the ratio of their violet to red heights, alled V=R-ratio, yliallyhanges from V > R to V < R and bak. At times, however, the lear entral absorp-tion may weaken or even disappear, and the emission peaks then may have ompliatedappearane, split into sub-peaks and often alled triple-peak pro�le. The origin of suhtriple-peak pro�les is unlear. They generally appear at transitions from V < R to V > R,but not vie versa. In the observations reported here suh triple-peak strutures are seenfrom De. 2003 to Sept. 2004. The temporal evolution of the H� pro�le between 2000and 2006 is shown in Fig. 1.V=R-ratio have been measured in the spetra in whih both peaks are apparent, andsubjeted to a formal period analysis using the time series tools introdued by Kauferet al. (1996). Note that the following unertainties are 1�-errors. The �rst iterationreveals a V=R yle time of 1471�15 d, i.e. about 4.0 years (Fig. 4, left). While this isshorter than the 5 to 7 years in the list by Okazaki (1997) derived from 1960 to 1993, it isonsistent with the 4.25 years yle time given by Rivinius et al. (2006) for 1991 to 2003.Given that only a little more than one yle is overed the main purpose of this exeriseis to pre-whiten the data for the analysis of shorter variations.The seond iteration on the residuals, i.e. after removing the sine wave �t derived inthe �rst step, reveals a 69.3�0.2 d yle (Fig. 4, right). This yle is learly present during
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Figure 2. H� equivalent widths of � Tau sine 1975. Data taken from the literature are plotted asopen symbols: Heros group (Rivinius et al., 2006, squares), Guo et al., 1995 (triangles), Fontaine etal., 1982 (plus), Slettebak & Reynolds, 1978 (rosses), Andrillat & Fehrenbah, 1982 (asterisks); datataken by various amateur observers as �lled ones: Pollmann prism (�lled triangle), Pollmann grating(�lled square), Stober (�lled irles), and Shanne (�lled diamonds).

Figure 3. Enlargement of Fig. 2 (see there for symbols and data soures), showing the data presentedin this work in greater detail, also for omparison between values taken with professional and amateurequipment.
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Figure 4. H� V=R-ratio. Left: The measured values vs. Julian date (open symbols) and the sine wavewith P = 1471 d (plus signs). Right: The residuals of the left panel, folded with P = 69:3 d and therespetive sine �t. Shown are 1.4 yles for lari�ation, i.e. 40% of the points are redundant.
the entral part of the dataset, but it is not of onstant amplitude. The variane seenin the right panel of Fig. 4 is well above the measuring unertainty. In fat, looking atindividual seasons, the 69.3 d yle is not seen before JD=2 452 100, hardly visible until53000, but then beoming very strong, and �nally weakening again after JD=2 453 500.The ephemeris of the residual V=R maximum is2 452 996 + 69:3� EThe yle time of 69.3 days is about half of the orbital period of the system of 132.97 d(Harmane, 1984), but a preise 1:2 ratio is well outside a 3� unertainty. As a hek,sorting the data with the orbital period rather shows the properties of a satter diagramthan a meaningful phase urve.Phase loking of the V=R ratio has been observed in a number of binaries. However,while Harmane et al. (2002) attribute this to the property of the Rohe lobe, e.g. for thease of 59Cyg, �Ste et al. (2007, also Okazaki, priv. omm.) found in hydrodynamialsimulations that a true phase lok will not happen for a density wave, usually thoughtto ause V/R variations. Rather, they attribute preise loks, as in 59Cyg, to radiativee�ets (Maintz et al., 2005) whih is not likely in � Tau, however. Instead of an exattidal lok, the �Ste et al. mention that in eentri binaries tidally indued disturbanesmay develop with a period slightly longer than the orbital one, and we may note that atleast the double-wave period would qualify under this statement.This small di�erene may also o�er an explanation for the strongly variable ampli-tude: The orbital period, supposedly ausing a tidal disturbane and the V=R variationyle length as observed, would give rise to a long-term beating period in the exitationmehanism of about 9 years.Disussion and Outlook. The data presented in this work extend the � Tau spetrashown by Rivinius et al., (2006, their Fig. A.4 in Appendix A). While their data overthe years 1991 to 2003, the data here over 2000 to 2006, with the observations ongoing.Long-term spetrosopi monitoring by dediated amateurs an deliver important datafor the professional ommunity. For instane, one easily reognizes state of the V=R yledue to the one-armed density wave, as well as maxima in equivalent width at 50150 and52600, that do not oinide with the V=R yle.
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Figure 5. Strength of 69.3 d V=R-ratio yles in individual data subsets.
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The 69.3 d yle in spetrosopy is another example of a phenomenon almost inaes-sible to professional astronomers due to the observational timesales required, whih onthe other hand poses no problem to the dediated amateur observer.In the �rst few spetra of the 2006/2007 observing season, a sharp rise in equivalentwidth from about 18 to 26�A is seen. At the same time, as the V/R ratio hanges fromV < R to V > R again, the emission has developed a triple-peak pro�le, entering a newyle in its V=R variations.Aknowledgements:We are grateful to Petr Harmane, the referee, who's detailed and ritial omments leadto major extensions and improvements of this work.
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